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Pro Spring 2.5Apress, 2008
Recently, the Java world has witnessed a dramatic shift away from so-called “heavyweight” architectures such as Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) toward lighter weight frameworks such as Spring. Complex and container-dependent services, such as CMP, and transaction management systems have been replaced with simpler alternatives such as...
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Design for Emergence:  Collaborative Social Play with Online and Location-Based Media, Volume 153 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2007
This thesis is an attempt to address the spontaneous, often unpredictable uses of technology that can foster feelings of social participation. A key idea is that social processes and dynamics advance technological design. Consider the most recent applications that are primarily focused on social interaction: social software (Allen, 2004),...
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Reconstructive Urethral SurgerySpringer, 2005

	This textbook seeks to determine the current state-of-the-art of reconstructive urethral surgery and to identify new trends in this subspecialty of reconstructive urology. To this end, inter- tionally known experts and opinion leaders in the field were invited to Hamburg, Germany to discuss and demonstrate today’s commonly used surgical...
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EpigeneticsCold Spring Harbor, 2007

	The regulation of gene expression in many biological processes involves epigenetic mechanisms. In this new volume, 24 chapters written by experts in the field discuss epigenetic effects from many perspectives. There are chapters on the basic molecular mechanisms underpinning epigenetic regulation, discussion of cellular processes that rely on...
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Beginning JSF 2 APIs and JBoss Seam (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2009
The Enterprise Java™ platform, Java EE 6, is getting a facelift … JavaServer™ Faces (JSF™) 2, is a big part of what’s new in Java EE 6! JSF 2, a significant upgrade from JSF 1.2, now includes Facelets and integration/use options with a variety of web frameworks, including the popular JBoss® Seam and even the...
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Beginning Groovy and Grails: From Novice to Professional (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2008
The year 2005 was a traumatic year for the Java web application development community. It was under fire for the unnecessary “fat” architecture of Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE) systems compared to the new kids on the block like Ruby on Rails and Django. The search began for Java’s answer to these frameworks. I had an...
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Making Java GroovyManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Making Java Groovy is a practical handbook for developers who want to blend Groovy into their day-to-day work with Java. It starts by introducing the key differences between Java and Groovy—and how you can use them to your advantage. Then, it guides you step-by-step through realistic...
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Cooperative Extensions of the Bayesian Game (Series on Mathematical Economics and Game Theory)World Scientific Publishing, 2006

	Our collaboration on the research area, strategic cooperative game theory

	with asymmetric information, started around the spring of 2000, and

	progressed substantially from July 2001 through September 2002 when Ichiishi

	was visiting Hitotsubashi University (Yamazaki's affiliation). Through

	innumerable discussions during this...
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Hibernate QuicklyManning Publications, 2005
Hibernate is a solid, productive Object Relational Mapping (ORM) tool
that lets developers think and work with objects rather than tables and
columns. It has grown over the years, been used by many developers, and
has gone through three major versions. This book’s goal is to make you
productive with Hibernate.
...
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Microsoft Expression Web Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
Microsoft Expression Web is the newest Web editing and management application from Microsoft. It is a professional design tool used to create modern, standards-based sites that deliver superior quality on the Web. Expression Web also holds the distinction of being the replacement for Microsoft Office FrontPage, a long-lived and very popular Web...
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The Definitive Guide to Terracotta: Cluster the JVM for Spring, Hibernate and POJO ScalabilityApress, 2008
Get the definitive guide on all the fundamentals of Terracotta as well as user secrets, recipes, and prepackaged frameworks.
Written by Terracotta CTO Ari Zilka and his team, The Definitive Guide to Terracotta: Cluster the JVM for Spring, Hibernate and POJO Scalability  covers the following:

	High...
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Area-Wide Control of Insect Pests: From Research to Field ImplementationSpringer, 2007


	The world population is still growing at an

	alarming rate, requiring ever increasing productivity

	and less waste in agriculture to cope

	with the increasing demands to satisfy food

	security for all humans. Alleviation of poverty

	is in many countries hampered by a myriad of

	insect pests that cause enormous economic...
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